In the Shadow of the Moon: What begins as a slam-dunk boomer nostalgia trip ends up as a
fascinating metaphysical inquiry into the relationship between the body, the spirit and the
universe. A movie about those two dozen select human beings who have actually looked at
the earth from the surface of the moon, David Sington's film combines some electrifying
archival footage with vivid first-person testimonies and, ultimately, some genuinely
revelatory thoughts on what it all meant. Apparently, Stanley Kubrick was even closer than
From the surface of the moon to a Kawasaki campaign trail, Hot Docs celebrates reality
we thought. (April 19, 9:30 p.m., Isabel Bader; April 20, 4 p.m., Isabel Bader.)
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contemporary Hollywood thriller. We pray that she will like Billy as much as we have come
to.
Manufacturing Dissent, Debbie Melnyk and Rick Caine's movie about the influence and
controversial celebrity of Michael Moore, contains a surreal moment when the filmmakers
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on freedom
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and emotional interiors of a number of funny, articulate, lovely and (initially inexplicable as
it may seem) single women. For someone who claims to have spent too much of his life
The largest event of its kind in North America, the Hot Docs festival has become one of the
living apart from women, he establishes a truly intimate and touching rapport with his
fastest-growing cultural events in the city.
subjects. One complaint women have about guys is that they don't listen. Maybe they
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among the public and the hundreds of international professionals who attend – corresponds
with both a general resurgent interest in the form and the documentary's own growing
vitality as an alternative to the carefully managed fictions dominating the mainstream.
"We're the largest documentary event in North America in terms of number of films and
public audience," says Farnel, "and generally considered to be second in the world to IDFA,''
Manufacturing
Dissent: The festival
makers in
of Amsterdam.
this film spent years fruitlessly trying to get an
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financing documentaries. That, and our Doc Shop, featuring over 1,500 titles, is an
important market for buying and selling documentary. It's this combination of art and
industry that makes us unique, especially in North America, in the doc festival context."

